The CO, molecule is dissociated in a single step process by an electron into excited atoms or ions which emit a radiation in the vuv. There are 34 radiation components from C II, O II, C I, O I and CO in the wavelength region from 450 Ä to 1450 A. We have measured the excitation functions and the dependencies of the line intensity on beam current and pressure. The excitation functions of most of the O I multiplets show a pronounced structure at about 20 to 50 eV. Immediately above the first critical potential these levels are populated via partial dissociation of C02. About 2% of the ions (C II and O II) formed by dissociative ionization are excited and emit a radiation in the vuv.
In a series of papers it was shown that simple molecules are dissociated in a single step process by electrons into excited atoms or ions which emit a radiation in the vuv (see for example 1 ' 2 and the literature mentioned there). The interest in these processes has grown because this kind of excitation takes place in the upper atmosphere 3 . On the other hand the investigation of dissociative excitation and dissociative ionization excitation gives supplementary information to mass spectrometric studies, since it results in the quantum mechanical states of the This work is concerned with dissociative excitation processes of C02 by low-energy electrons (10 to 480 eV), which can be written as follows: C + * +20 + 2 e~ 0 + * +0 + C + 2 eCOo + e~ -CO + O* + e~ C0* + 0 + e~ C* +20 + e~ We have observed the radiation of the excited dissociation products in the wavelength region from 450 Ä to 1400 Ä with a vacuum monochromator and we have measured the excitation functions, the appearance potentials and the dependencies of the intensity on beam current and pressure within the collision chamber. As far as we know there exist at present no publication on dissociative excitation processes of C02 in the vuv.
Apparatus
An electron beam of variable energy (10 -480 eV) and variable current (10~6 to 2-10 -3 A) passes the collision chamber through pressure stages. A magnetic field of 400 gauss confines the beam. The pressure within the cell (10 -4 to 10 ~2 Torr) is measured with a capacitance manometer (MKS Baratron). During the operation the gun is heated to a temperature of 220 °C. The light emitted in the collision process is observed at right angles to the beam with a vacuum monochromator (McPherson, Model 235) and with a Bendix multiplier (M 306) as detector. A slit width of 300 ju was used because of the low photon intensity. So the wavelength resolution amounted only to about 6 Ä. The energy scale of the electron beam is calibrated by measuring the appearance potential of the He line at 584 Ä. If the intensity of the lines is not too low, the appearance potentials could be measured within an accuracy of ± 0.7 eV, see for illustration Fig. 6 . In order to determine the absolute values of the cross sections, the excitation functions of the He-line at 584 Ä and of Lv-a at 1215 Ä were measured and compared with the intensity of the line in question. The excitation func- 
Spectra
Fig . 1 shows the spectrum obtained by electron bombardment of C02 at a pressure of 4-10 -4 Torr and at a beam current of 200 juA. In this experiment the electron energy amounted to 200 eV and the wavelength resolution was about 6 Ä. The sensitivity of the apparatus at 500 Ä is about a factor 20 larger than at 1250 Ä. Fig. 2 shows the continuation of the spectrum towards longer wavelengths. The intensity ratios of the lines depend sensitively on electron energy and beam current as demonstrated in Fig. 3 . This spectrum was registered at a beam current of 1.5 mA, at an energy of 50 eV and at a pressure of 7-10 -4 Torr. A striking fact is the large intensity of line No. 23 which is discussed later. Unfortunately it is not possible to measure excitation functions at beam currents of the order of 1.5 mA, because secondary effects occur which result in a high energy spread of the beam.
The spectra show radiation components of C I, C II, 01, 0 II and CO. In Table 1 the wavelengths and the corresponding transitions are listed. Most of the lines could be identified. The intensities of the C I multiplets and of the molecular radiation of CO are extremely low in the wavelength region in question. In similar experiments in CO at the same wavelengths 7 the CI multiplets are also excited with low probability, whereas the molecular levels B and C which lead to the emission of light at 1149 Ä and 1088 Ä are excited with high intensity. In the case of C02 the molecular component of CO at 1149 Ä (26) is overlapped by atomic lines and no information concerning the formation of excited CO molecules in the B state by dissociation of C02 can be obtained. In opposition to this line No. 23 could be identified as molecular radiation of CO. As discussed later, this radiation is only partly caused by dissociative excitation of C02. Every atomic line of the C02 spectrum also appears in the spectrum of CO because both molecules have equal dissociation products. But the cross sections for the same C II transitions are in CO larger than in C02 (approximately by a factor 3 to 10) and the intensity ratios are quite different. For example the most intense atomic radiation component in CO below 1050 Ä is due to the C II transition 2p' 2p 2 P which corresponds to line No. 16 in Fig. 1 . Furthermore the intensity ratio of the lines No. 21 and 22 are reversed. So the spectra of C02 and CO can be distinguished easily.
Excitation Processes a) Excitation of CII
The excitation functions of the CII multiplets are shown in Fig. 4 . In Table 1 the appearance potentials and the minimum energies required for the processes are listed. The minimum energy is the sum of the dissociation energies
=5.45 eV 8 and D(C-O) =11.09 eV 9 , the ionisation energy of the C-atom I (C) =11.26 eV 10 and the excitation energy of the carbon ion 10 . The appearance potentials are about 10 eV larger than the calculated minimum energies. Probably the excess energy is carried off by the dissociation products in form of kinetic energy. But it is also possible that a part of this energy is spend for exciting the recoiling O atoms. Immediately above threshold the energy excess is not sufficient for the process: COo + e" -v C + * + O + 0 + + 3 e~ which needs an additional energy of 13.6 eV for the ionization of the O atom. Only in the case of No. 12 one of the 0 atoms may be ionized. The excitation functions are more or less curved above threshold. In the case of line No. 12 this may be partly due to the superposition of two multiplets which cannot be resolved by the monochromator. The measured excitation function include cascading from higher levels. Assuming process b) the appearance potential for No. 10 is about 5 eV higher than the calculated minimum energy. This difference is equal to 3 eV for No. 13. In case a) the energy excess amounts to 16 eV (No. 10), or 14 eV for No. 13. So it cannot be determined which of the processes take place at threshold. Cascading from higher levels of the 0 IIion can be excluded for No. 13. So the slight struc-ture of this curve may be attributed to different excitation processes, for instance simultaneous excitation of the recoiling C-and O-atoms.
b) Excitation of 0II

c) Excitation of 01 and CO
Most of the radiation components above 870 Ä are 01-multiplets. Nearly all excitation functions have a pronounced structure about 20 -50 eV above threshold, which is demonstrated in Fig. 6 . In order to control and to calibrate the energy scale of the electron beam at the beginning and at the end of each experiment the onset potential of the He 584 Ä Fig. 6 . Structure of the excitation functions above threshold for some O I multiplets.
The excitation functions for the multiplets No. 15, 18 and 20 are drawn in Fig. 7 . For these multiplets the appearance potentials are 5 to 10 eV lower than the calculated minimum energy for total dissociation (C02 + e~ C + 0* + 0 + e~). But they are 3 -4 eV larger than the energies required for partial dissociation (C02 + e~ ->-CO + 0* + e~). Therefore the excited oxygen atom is formed only by this process within some eV above threshold. In this region the energy excess is not large enough for electronical excitation of the recoiling CO-molecule, because the lowest level of CO(a 3 /7) is about 6 eV above the ground state But it is possible that the CO-molecule is in a highly excited vibrational state. The second threshold lies about 25 to 30 eV above the first and about 10 to 20 eV above the calculated minimum energy for total dissociation. Probably the second threshold can be attributed to the onset of total dissociation. It is energetically possible, that the other dissociation products are also excited or ionized.
A similar structure was observed in CO for the same multiplets 7 . For example in CO the second onset of the excitation function for 0(3s' 3 D), which corresponds to No. 20 in C02, amounts to 38 eV. This value is about 10 eV lower than that in the case of C02 . A less pronounced structure was found for the same state of 0 I, excited by the process 02 + e~ -H>-0 + O* + e~. We did not find this structure in our first experiments in 02, because the sensitivity of the apparatus was too low at the time 2 . Fig. 8 shows the excitation functions of some additional O I-multiplets. These components are excited in the same way as those represented in Fig. 7 . Immediately above the first threshold the C02 molecule is dissociated into an excited O-atom and a CO molecule which may be vibrationally excited in the case of No. 19 and No. 21 . Considering the uncertainty of the energy measurement (AE^0.7 eV), the CO molecule may be in the a 3 /7 state for No. 22 and No. 26 . Under this assumption the kinetic energy of the recoiling dissociation products should be less than 1 eV. Component No. 22 results from the overlapping of a O I and a C II multiplet. The minimum energy required for the population of CII (2p' 2 S) is 39.8 eV. Accordingly at energies some eV above the first onset the radiation can be attributed to the transition 0 I (4s 3 S -> 2p 3 P). The second onset at about 40 eV is equal to the minimum energy required for the excitation of the C II multiplet and it is larger than that for the excitation of OI by total dissociation of C02. As already mentioned, in CO the line corresponding to No. 22 has a higher intensity than that corresponding to No. 21, in opposition to the results obtained in C02 and Oo . In general in CO the C II multiplets are excited with a higher intensity than the O I lines. Therefore it can be supposed that the main part of the photons of No. 22 are emitted by O I. It is possible that the level ^^(O) of CO is populated by dissociative excitation of C02. The transition B 1 2' + (0) X 1 2' + (0) appears with high intensity in the spectrum of CO. In the case of C02 this radiation is overlapped by line No. 26. As demonstrat- ed in Fig. 1 this line is a little bit asymmetric which may be a hint that CO (B is populated.
No information can be obtained whether or not at the second critical potential the other dissociation products are also excited or ionized and which part of the energy excess is carried off by them in form of kinetic energy. Fig. 9 the same remarks hold, which were mentioned above. It was not possible to determine the appearance potential of the CO component exactly, but it was found to be higher than 11.4 eV, which is the energy for direct excitation of CO.
In all cases discussed above the intensity of the light depends linearly on beam current and pressure. This is demonstrated in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 . Therefore the excited states are populated in a single step process. An exception was found for line No. 23, the intensity of which is linear with pressure ( Fig. 11) , but it depends not linearly on the beam current (Fig. 12) . At constant pressure the curve can be represented by a function I = ai + bi 2 (/ intensity; i current; a, b constants). This means that the level C 1 -Z + (0) of CO is populated by the single step process C02 + e~ CO* + O + e" and simultaneously by the two step process C02 + e~ -> CO + O + e~, CO + e~ CO* + e _ .
Assuming a cross section of the order of 10~1 6 cm 2 for the dissociation of C02 into CO and O and a cross section of the order of 10 -17 cm 2 for the excitation of CO, one easily estimates that the two step process participates in the population of C 1^+ (0).
The light produced by dissociative excitation may be polarized in some cases. However the intensity was not sufficient for polarization measurements.
General Remarks
The measurements show clearly the formation of excited oxygen atoms by partial dissociation of C02 at energies immediately above threshold. The structure of the 0 I multiplets is probably due to the onset of total dissociation. At present we have not enough information to decide whether or not excited 0 II ions are also formed by partial dissociation. Unfortunately the intensity of the C I radiation was not sufficient to measure excitation functions. The carbon ions are excited by total dissociation. We have found only an extremely small contribution of vuv radiation from highly excited CO molecules formed by dissociative excitation of C02 • These observations are in agreement with measurements in the visible and near UV u .
In 12 the total cross section for dissociative ionization was measured. It amounts to 10 -16 cm 2 at 200 eV. Whereas the excited ions (0 II and C II) which emit light in the vuv are produced with a total cross section of about 2 10 -18 cm 2 at 200 eV. The 11 H. D. SMYTH, Phys. Rev. 38, 2000 [1931 . Phys. 42,4081 [1965] . 13 R. CLAMPITT, Entropie 30, 36 [1969] . * Note added in proof: In some interesting papers (see 13 and the literature mentioned there) the dissociation of C02 into metastable CO* was studied. According to these works cross section for the formation of highly excited C and 0 atoms has nearly the same value as that for the excitation of the ions. In CO the fraction of the excited ions is larger. It is very important for the understanding of dissociation processes to measure the kinetic energy of the dissociation products and to determine whether or not the other recoiling atoms and ions are also excited. We hope to get more information on these questions by using coincidence technique *. metaotablc CO* is formed with a high cross section, whereas in our experiments excited CO molecules (which radiate in the vuv!) are only produced with low probability, e. g. process 26 Table 1 . But it follows from our experiments that a metastable CO molecule may also be formed together with an excited O atom with a cross section of the order of 10-" cm 2 .
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